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1868 25C LIBERTY OCTAGONAL, BG-710, R.6, NGC MS67
Throughout the early years of the California gold rush there was a constant need
for coinage to satisfy the commercial needs of a booming community being
based on gold dust. While many firms issued coins from $2 1/2 to $50
denominations, there was still a need for coins of smaller denominations. Foreign
silver coins were imported and passed as change in the West. But this trade-with
so many varieties of coins-was confusing, and many of these pieces were
intrinsically worth less than their trading value.

When the United States branch mint in San Francisco finally was established in 1854, only 15,000 gold
$1 pieces were coined, with no $1 denominations being issued the following year. During 1855, only
$150,000 in United States small denomination silver coins were issued in California, with most being
hoarded or exported. The need for smaller fractional denominations of gold coins may have been met
by hundreds of varieties of small gold pieces in quarter, half, and dollar sizes.

Most of the fractional coins were made by the hammer method, like the Pacific Company issues. This
was a process of striking where the bottom die was placed on a block, a coin blank was laid upon it,
and the top die upon the blank; this top die was then struck by a sledgehammer. Blows of varying
intensity would cause potions of one side or edge to be weaker struck than another. Many varieties are
very crude in design. Other pieces were holed and strung on gold or copper wires to prevent loss or
used for watch fobs, etc.

The obverse features Lady Liberty wearing a diadem and the year of mintage below.

The reverse displays the denomination surrounded by a laurel wreath.


